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Start with transparency: we share our numbers with you. 
In the period 2020-2021

with Zerocopter
Go One Step Beyond

https://www.zerocopter.com/


Zerocopter was founded with the ambition to bring continuous 

online security to every organization - big or small - while 

making the internet a safer place.

Every idea starts with an issue to be solved. Operating as ethical 

hackers and security researchers over the past decade we learned 

that online security became a Wild West for companies. We’ve seen 

attempts to get control of risk levels by assigning security teams, 

hiring security companies at scheduled times and licensing multiple 

expensive solutions, but eventually, ending up with a security flow that 

is not insightful and with reports scattered all over the place.

We believe online security isn’t just about implementing smart 

technology, it is also about including the right people, gathering insider 

intelligence and the ability to align all these processes towards one 

goal. Stay ahead of the criminal hacker and go one step beyond to 

ensure cyber security. 

Developing and managing secure products and web applications is 

a big challenge for organizations. Attackers are resourceful and are 

increasing the intensity of attacks to take advantage of vulnerabilities. 

Organizations constantly have to keep up with developments and 

adapt their vulnerability assessment.

Introduction

The challenge
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How do we do this?
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Zerocopter invites researchers to find 
vulnerabilities through two types of programs: 

THE BUG BOUNTY PROGRAM

Bug bounty programs (or as we call them: researcher programs) are becoming 

increasingly common. They provide an opportunity to level up the security of 

organizations and develop a better relationship between organizations and 

security researchers. While Bug Bounty programs have existed for over 20 years, 

the broader acceptance by enterprise organizations has just begun within the last 

few years.     

Not sure if you fully 
get the gist of a Bug 

Bounty Program? 
No worries! We collected all you need to 

know in a whitepaper

Download it here

https://www.zerocopter.com/whitepaper/bug-bounty-programs?utm_source=One+step+beyond+report&utm_medium=Referral&utm_campaign=One+step+beyond+report&utm_content=pdf
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THE COORDINATED VULNERABILITY DISCLOSURE PROGRAM

On the other hand, a Coordinated Vulnerability Disclosure program allows for 

easier disclosures of vulnerabilities from external parties, which plays nicely into 

the core of bug bounty programs. 

Successful bug bounty programs are essentially organised CVD programs, with 

extra motivators. CVD is a passive agreement which results in vulnerabilities 

being discovered and disclosed without punishment. Bug bounty programs 

ask reporters to find vulnerabilities and get paid for reporting them, also without 

penalty. The programs can be controlled in size, which deviates from the basic 

principle of CVD: CVD is a public continuous solution. 

Do you want more 
information about 

the Coordinated 
Vulnerability Disclosure 

program?  
We’ve written it all down for you. 

Download it here

https://www.zerocopter.com/what-is-coordinated-vulnerability-disclosure?utm_source=One+step+beyond+report&utm_medium=Referral&utm_campaign=One+step+beyond+report&utm_content=pdf


You don’t have to choose: use both! 
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81% of our customers have an on-going CVD program, 65% have started a 
Bug Bounty program between 2020 and 2021. Using one of those already gets 
you further, but combining both gets you the best of both worlds! 

Bug bounty programs and the Coordinated Vulnerability Disclosure 

program do not compete with each other. CVD allows for easier 

disclosures of vulnerabilities from external parties, which plays nicely 

into the core of bug bounty programs. This comes with quite some 

advantages, to name a few: 

You’re saving on security expenses (we know 

your board will be glad), 

You’re training as you go further with your system,

You’re guaranteed to stay ahead of cyber 

criminals. 

You have multiple solutions for a continuously 

changing world

You get reports from all angles - because 

our researchers come from every place and 

background. 

Combining a CVD program with a Bug Bounty program can be 

invaluable to an organisation that strives to strengthen their security 

without directly hiring experts. We see this happen more often. it 

doesn’t matter if you are a start-up, scale-up or if your organisation has 

already grown a lot. The results will always get you one step beyond of 

the criminal hackers. 



The report in front of you
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Our report provides a look into trends in 
online security, with data collected from 
Zerocopter’s platform during a period of 
12 months. These stats will encourage 
you to start a Bug Bounty program, 
Coordinated Vulnerability Disclosure 
program or both! 

After all: knowledge is power. To up the 
cyber security level, we gladly provide 
you with the knowledge and tools to go 
one step beyond. 

Collected from 
Zerocopter’s 
platform during a 
period of 12 months



To date, Zerocopter works with more than 50 

organizations and connects them with a network of 

thoroughly vetted researchers. Through Bug Bounty 

and Coordinated Vulnerability Disclousure we create 

continuous online security accessible for the entire world.

Continuous online security

Transparency is key, knowledge is power. We provide 

you with those insights first of all to show you what we’re 

doing and how we are doing it. Understanding the average 

amount of days it takes to resolve a vulnerability or how 

many reports were created, helps you get the scope of 

things we’re undertaking. 

Second of all, we’re definitely not here to scare you - we 

realise we’re all a bit scared of cyber threats. We rather 

want to show you: this is what we’re doing to solve it. 

With the collected effort of vetted researchers and the 

Zerocopter team, we get you one step beyond. 
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Why are we sharing this?



Takeaways from 2021 

Vulnerabilities are an integral component of computer 

software. It is impossible to develop software which is 

impervious to tampering with. A program can be built with an 

endless number of protections and security measures, but 

there will always be some form of weakness. For this reason, 

security flaws should not be seen as shameful but as a source 

of inspiration to build more robust defences. 

In the last decade alone, the pattern of software releases 

has changed dramatically. Ten years ago, software updates 

and new programs may have been released a few times a 

year. Updates were heavily and thoroughly tested before its 

release and had drawn-out release schedules. Now, software 

is released almost continuously. This is great for business and 

boosts company responsiveness, but can leave the software 

not thoroughly tested.  

We’ve seen more and more companies that are becoming 

aware of this. They try to look for solutions outside of their 

company because it’s less costly to outsource the work that’s 

required when managing external reporter reports.  
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Never fully foolproof - and that’s okay! Software update frequency
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“It is amazing, with the bug bounty 
program we are getting in connection 

with skills on the full mobile phone 
stack from low-level (e.g. Baseband) 

and high-level vulnerabilities (e.g. java 
mobile apps). We get vulnerabilities 
from people that develop their own 

tools and methodologies and it is 
wonderful to connect with so many 

talented people and ideas.”

David Calligaris Huawei 

Huaw
ei’s experience running a bug bounty program

 w
ith Zerocopter



Overall results
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These are the results we booked over a 

twelve month period. Namely from 2020 until 

2021.

What kind of programs did we run for our 

clients? What were the results? We share this 

with you so you can see that running a Bug 

Bounty or CVD program is of value to the 

cyber security of your company. 

*The Dutch National Cyber Security Centre Guideline advises 

the organisations to resolve a vulnerability reported under 

CVD in around 60 days. The Bug Bounty reports can be of a 

higher complexity, so they sometimes require more time to 

be analysed and resolved. This explains the higher average 

number of days until it is resolved for the bug bounty 

program, rather than CVD. These numbers do not reflect the 

period of time of the payments to our researchers. 

Program Bug Bounty CVD

Zerocopter customers that started at least 
1 program 65% 81%

Number of valid reports during 12 months 
period 723 1427

% of at least 1 high or critical  vulnerability 
reported in 1 program 48% 58%

Average days till resolved* 74* 49,8*

Top 5 vulnerabilities 
Bug Bounty CVD

Cross-site Scripting (XSS)

Cross-site Request Forgery (CSRF)

Information Disclosure

Insecure Direct Object Reference (IDOR)

Open Redirect

Security Misconfiguration

Cross-site Scripting (XSS)

Information Disclosure

Open Redirect

Code Injection



60,3%

39,7%

Invalid reports

Valid reports
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Overall program 
vulnerabilities reported
Vulnerabilities reported in the 
Zerocopter Bug Bounty programs 
and Coordinated Vulnerability 
Disclosure programs during a 12 
months period. From 2020 until 
2021.

Of the total number of reported 
vulnerabilities, 39,7% was valid. 
This means that the reported 
vulnerability was an actual threat, 
and needed to be resolved.
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The severity of such reports
Of those valid reports, we’ve distinguished certain levels of severity. From 
critical (requiring immediate action), to low severity. Below you will find the 
severity of the reports for CVD programs and Bug Bounty programs. 

Critical - 2,8%

High - 8,3%

Medium - 26,3%

Low - 40,3%

Info - 22,3%

Critical - 1,4%

High - 14,2%

Medium - 46,9%

Low - 26,4%

Info - 11,1%

Severity of reported 
vulnerabilities in 
CVD Programs

Severity of reported 
vulnerabilities in Bug 
Bounty Programs
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What is the reward for researchers? 
What reward or bonus is paid on average for finding vulnerabilities? We show you 
our collected data from the Bug Bounty programs. Below you find the average 
rewards and bonuses that are paid by severity, and the average bounty prices. 

Average rewards & bonuses paid by severity Bounty Price
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839

244
85

287

386

533
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304

1,488 2,000
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75
0
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264

84

$1,500

$2,000

$1,000

$1,000

$500
$500

$0 $0
Critical CriticalHigh HighMedium MediumLow LowInfo Info

BonusReward Average Bounty PriceMedian Bounty Price

In the past 12 months, a 

critical vulnerability was 

resolved on average in 

10 days. 

Fun fact
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14,37% 

The 5 most frequently found CVD vulnerabilities

Security 
Misconfiguration

1.

* Percentage of all CVD reports

14,37% 

9,95% 10,71% 

Information 
Disclosure 

Cross-site 
scripting (XSS) 

2. 3. 4. 5.

9,95% 10,71% 3,78% 
Code Injection

3,78% 4,2% 
Open Redirect

4,2% 
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13,41% 

The 5 most frequently found Bug Bounty vulnerabilities

Cross-site 
scripting (XSS)

1.

* Percentage of all Bug Bounty reports

13,41% 

9,68% 10,65% 

Information 
Disclosure 

Cross-site Request 
Forgery (CSRF) 

2. 3. 4. 5.

9,68% 10,65% 5,39% 
Open Redirect

5,39% 6,64% 

Insecure Direct Object 
Reference (IDOR)

6,64% 



1. Researchers provide a 

detailed report with a vulnerability 

and the evidence of the 

existence of the vulnerability

3. The triage team approves valid reports and 

checks the report on the following:

• Is the vulnerability in the scope of the program?

• Is this a duplicates/out-of-scope/invalid finding? 

• Can we reproduce the vulnerability in order to confirm it? 

• Is the report clear and understandable?

• What is the category and severity? 

5. Zerocopter manages 

ongoing communication 

between you and 

researchers

2. The severity and impact 

is determined by filling in the 

category for the vulnerability and 

a severity score. (those being: low, 

medium, high, and critical)

4. Reports are sent to 

you, so you can start 

mending the breaches

6. Reports are solved 

and the reward is granted 

based on applicability

How vulnerabilities get reported
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When a vulnerability is found, how do they get reported? There’s two options: through a Coordinated 
Vulnerability Disclosure Program that is open for everyone and on the website of the customer or through a 
Bug Bounty Program, where only a selected pool of our best hackers can report. 



info@zerocopter.com

Contact 
Monday - Friday

9:00 - 18:00 CET

+31 20 261 67 43

info@zerocopter.com

Offices 

Werfkade 2

1033 RA Amsterdam

The Netherlands

Lübeckweg 2

9723 HE Groningen

The Netherlands

Zerocopter enables you to confidently leverage 
the skills of the world’s most knowledgeable 
ethical hackers to secure your applications. 

We’ve said it before, and we’ll say it again: Online 
security isn’t just about implementing smart 
technology, it is also about including the right 
people, gathering insider intelligence and the 
ability to align all these processes towards one 
goal. Namely: going one step beyond to ensure 
cyber security. 

With Zerocopter you get instant access to 
the best security expertise and tools that are 
essential for you to be able to keep up with 
rapid developments. 

Go One Step Beyond

Get started

https://www.zerocopter.com/online-demo?utm_source=One+step+beyond+report&utm_medium=Referral&utm_campaign=One+step+beyond+report&utm_content=pdf
https://www.zerocopter.com/
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